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A fundamental problem [l] is to determine whether every bounded linear 
transformation in a nontrivial Hilbert space admits a nontrivial invariant 
subspace. The paper is concerned with relations between this problem and 
a factorization problem for operator valued functions which are analytic and 
bounded in the unit disk. Proofs depend on the theory of square summable 
power series [2] and its vector generalization [3]. 
Let V be a fixed Hilbert space which is used as a coefficient space. A vector 
is always an element of this space. An operator is a bounded transformation 
of the coefficient space into itself. If b is a vector, 6 is the linear functional on 
vectors defined by the inner product 6u = (a, b). If a and b are vectors, 
a6 is the operator defined by (a6)c = a c (6 ) f or every vector c. A bar is used 
to denote the adjoint of an operator. The absolute value symbol is used for 
the norm of a vector and for the operator norm of an operator. Let V(z) be the 
Hilbert space of square summable power series f(z) = Zu~z* with vector 
coefficients, IIf(z)ll” = Z J a, 12. Let B(z) be a power series with operator 
coefficients such that B(z)f(z) belongs to U(z) wheneverf(z) belongs to g(z) 
and such that II +9f(4ll d llf(.4l f or every elementf(x) of %7(z). Iff(z) is 
in %?(a), define its B-norm by 
kfWll2, = SuPNf(4 + B(z) &dll” - Ii &N21 
where the supremum is taken over all elements g(z) of U(z). The set S(B) of 
all power series in V(z) which have finite B-norm is a Hilbert space in the 
B-norm. The space is contained in U(z) and its inclusion in q(z) does not 
increase norms. If f(z) is in S(B), then [f(z) -f(O)]/z is in Z(B). The 
inequality 
Km) -fW/~ ii; Q Ilmll; - If( 
holds for every element f(z) of X(B). 
This research was supported by the National Science Foundation. 
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Complications arise in the study of a space S(B) when it is not contained 
isometrically in %(z), A new space 5?(q) is needed to study the properties 
of S’(B) in this case. A space L?(v) is associated with any power series q(z), 
having operator coefficients, which converges in the unit disk and whose 
sum is an operator having nonnegative real part at every point in the disk. 
The elements of the space are convergent power series with vector coefficients. 
The series $[~(a) + q(w)] c/(1 - za) belongs to S?(p) for every vector c 
when ( w 1 < 1, and the identity 
holds for every element f(z) of 2’(v). The series [f(z) -f(O)]/z belongs 
to Z’(v) wheneverf(x) belongs to S?(v), and the inequality 
holds for every element f(z) of L?(T). The transformation 
in U(q) has an isometric adjoint. 
If 5?(p)) is a given space, the extension space a(q) is a Hilbert space whose 
elements are pairs (f(z), g(z)) of power series with vector coefficients. By 
definition, the pair (f(z),g(z)) belongs to 8(q) iff(z) belongs to Y(q) and 
if g(z) = L’u,,P where 
belongs to S(p) for every n and the sequence of Z(v)-norms is bounded. 
The limit of the norm sequence is taken as the definition of //(f(z), g(z))jl,(,, . 
The transformation 
(f(4, &a - uf(4 --fcw~, %d4 + f(o)) 
is unitary in b(v). The transformation (f(z), g(z)) + f(z) is a partial isometry 
of b(p) onto B(p). The transformation (f(z), g(a)) -+ (g(x), f(z)) is 
an isometry of 8(y) onto the extension space &(p*) of P(q*) where 
v*(z) = Z&zn if p(x) = ZT~P. The space b(p) is characterized by the 
presence of the unitary transformation in the space. 
THEOREM 1. Let d be a Hilbert space whose elements are pairs (f(z), g(z)) 
of power series with vector coe@cients. Then d is equal isometrically to a space 
C?(P) if, and only if, these conditions are satisfied: 
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(1) The transformation 
(f&4, g(4) --+ (If@) - f m/~~ J3d-e + f (0)) 
is unitary in 8. 
(2) The transformation (f(z), g(z)) --t f (0) of d into %? is continuous. 
Inclusions of spaces b(v) are determined by additive decompositions of 
vJc+ 
THEOREM 2. A necessary and sufficient condition that a space &(8) be 
contained in a space C?(Y) and that the inclusion not increase norms is that a 
space a(#) exist, #(z) = p)(z) - e(z). 
The theory of minimal decompositions is used to determine norm relation- 
ships when the inclusion is not isometric. 
THEOREM 3. Let 6’(v), a(e), and a(#) be spaces such that 
&4 = w> + Yw. 
(A) If (f (z), g(z)) is in G(B) and ;f (h(z), h(z)) is in a($), then 
@&A 44) = (f (4 + h(4, &I + @)) 
is in a(,) and 
(B) Every element (u(z), v(z)) of b(q) h as a unique minimal decomposition 
u(z) = f(z) + h(z) and v(z) = g(z) + k(z) with (f(z), g(x)) in 6’(e) and 
(h(z), k(z)) in b(4) such that 
If (u(z), v(z)) has the same norm in E(v) as u(z) hes in S(p), then (f(z), g(z)) 
has the same norm in a(e) as f (z) has in Z(e) and (h(z), k(z)) has the same norm 
in b(G) as h(z) has in d;p(#). 
((3 Let (f (4, g(4) b e an element of s(e), let (h(z), h(z)) be an element of 
b($), and let (u(z), v(z)) be the element of c”(v) such that u(z) = f(z) + h(z) 
and v(z) = g(z) + h(z). A necessary and su$icient condition that the decom- 
position be minimal is that the identity 
hold for every element (p(z), q(z)) of E(0) n b(#). 
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(D) If the minimal decomposition of an element (u(z), w(z)) of C?(P) is 
obtained with (f(z), g(z)) as the element of b(B) and (h(z), h(z)) as the element 
of CL?(#), then the minimal decomposition of 
M4 %ca = mw - ml/% M4 + W) 
as an element of B(y) is obtained with 
(fi(4, g&9) = (If (4 - f mk &d + f (0)) 
as the element of s(e) and 
as the element of CC?(#). 
If S(B) is a given space which is not contained isometrically in g(2), 
it contains a nonzero element of the form B(z) f (a) with f (2) in g(2). Let 2 be 
the set of elements f(z) of V(2) such that B(z) f (z) belongs to X(B). The 
overlapping space Y is a Hilbert space in the norm 
Ilf (4lJ$ = Ilf (4112 + II B(4f (411; * 
The space is equal isometrically to a space U(C+I). A method of Lowdenslager 
[4] is usedto characterize the overlapping spaces of spaces X(B). A necessary 
and sufficient condition that a given space Z(v) be an overlapping space is 
that a space P(l - p’) exists and that the polynomials which belong to 
L?( 1 - tp) are dense in U( 1 - p). 
If X(B) is a given space, its extension space 9(B) is a Hilbert space whose 
elements are pairs of power series with vector coefficients. A pair (f(z), g(z)) 
belongs to 9(B) if f (z) belongs to X(B) and if g(z) = L’a,z” where 
~~flf(2) - B(2)(aGlE + **a + cqJ 
belongs to S(B) for every n and the sequence of numbers 
II ~@+lf(4 - @)(a@ + *** + a,)lli + I a0 I2 + *me + I a, I2 
is bounded. The limit of the sequence is taken as the definition of 
llW47 g(mqB) * The pair 
(Lf (4 - f P-Y/~~ %+I - B*(4f (0)) 
belongs to 9(B) whenever (f(z), g(z)) belongs to 9(B). The identity 
llN.f(~) -f P)l/~, %w - B*(a)f <o))ll&j, 
= IKf (4, &))lI&q - If @)I2 
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holds for every element (f(z),g(z)) of 9(B). The transformation 
(j(i), g(z)) -f(z) is a partial isometry of B(B) onto H(B). The trans- 
formation cm9 g(4) + (&a f( z )) is an isometry of 9(B) onto the extension 
space 9(B*) of X(B*). 
Extension spaces are properly related to overlapping spaces [5]. Let X(B) 
be a given space with overlapping space 9(p). Then the extension space b(v) 
of Z(p) is the set of pairs (f(z), g(s)) of elements of V?(z) such that 
(II(z -g(z)) belongs to 9(B). The identity 
II( &>)ll”B,,, = Ilf(4ll” + llW>fW~ - &%I~,,, 
holds for every element (f(z), g(z)) of a(q),). A space 9(B) is characterized 
by its relation to the difference-quotient ransformation. 
THEOREM 4. Let 9 be a Hilbert space whose elements are pairs (f(z), g(z)) 
of power series with vector coe$icients, and let T be a bounded transformation of 
.9 into itself. Then .9 is equal isometrically to a space 9(B) such that 
T : (f (4, g(4) -+ (Lf(4 -f&W, 44 - B*(4f (ON 
for every element (f(z), g(z)) of 9 if, and only if, these conditions are satisfied: 
(1) Whenever T : (f (4, g(4) - (h(z), h(4)> then h(z) = Lf(4 - fKW 
and 
IlN4,44)1/2, = II( d4)/l& - If (OY. 
(2) Whenevm T* : (f (4, g(4) - (h(z), h(4), then 44 = [g(z) - i$U/~ 
and 
IIW), Wll; = ll(f (4, &Nll$ - I g(W2. 
(3) The dimension of the space of vectors which are orthogonal to f(0) 
whenever (f(z), g(z)) is in .9 is equal to the dimension of the space of vectors 
which are orthogonal to g(0) whenever (f(z), g(z)) is in 9. 
If Z(A), W9, and X(C) are spaces such that B(z) = A(s) C(z), let 
Z(O) be the overlapping space of .%(A) and let Y(#) be the space such that 
8(#*) is the overlapping space of .@(C*). The relative overlapping space 
of S(A) with respect to H(C) is the space .Y(cp) whose extension space &‘(F) 
is the intersection of Q(e) and c”(#) and whose norm satisfies the identity 
Nf (4, &)>ll&,, + Il(f (4, .dm,,, 
= Ilv(~>, g(4)ll”,,,, + IKf c4? &wll&,, 
for every element (f(x), g(z)) of B(v). Relative overlapping spaces are used in 
the theory of minimal decompositions for spaces 9(B). 
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THEOREM 5. Let &‘(A), Z(B), and X(C) be spaces such that 
q4 = 44 C(z), and let up be the relative overlapping space of X(A) 
with respect to X(C). 
(A) If (f(z), g(z)) is in 9(A) and if (h(z), h(z)) is in 9(C), then 
(44, ~(4) = (f(4 + 44 44, C*(x) &4 + 43) 
is in 9(B) and 
(B) Every element (u(z), v(z)) of Q(B) h as a unique minimal decomposition 
U(Z) = f(z) + A(s) h(z) and v(z) = C*(z) g(z) + h(z) with (f(z), g(x)) in 
9(A) and (h(z), h(z)) in B(C) such that 
IIM4~44,ll&,, = WC4 &))I&,,, + II(&), WI&,, . 
If W), ~(4) has th e sume norm in 9(B) as u(z) has in X(B), then (f(z), g(x)) 
has the same norm in .9(A) asf(.z) has in X(A) and (h(z), h(z)) has the same 
mom in B(C) as h(x) has in X(C). 
CC> Let dfC4&>> b e an element of 9(A), let (h(z), h(x)) be an 
element of B(C), and let (u(z), v(z)) be the element of 9(B) such that 
u(z) = f (z) + A(x) h(z) and v(z) = C*(z) g(z) + h(z). A necessary and 
s@cient condition that the decomposition be minimal is that the identity 
((f (4, g(4), (44 PC+ -4(4)hA 
= ((W7 Y4h (PW -C”(4 4+)9(C) 
hold for every element (p(z), q(z)) of a(,). 
(D) If the minimal decomposition of an element (u(z), V(X)) of 9(B) is 
obtained with (f(z), g(x)) as th e e ement 1 of 9(A) and (h(z), h(z)) us the element 
of 9(C), then the minimal decomposition of 
@I(~), v (4) = ([44 - ~(O)l/~, ,=+) - B”(z) u(O)) 
in 9(B) is obtained with 
U&4, g&N = ([f (4 - f @)I/~, d4 - A*(z)f (0)) 
+ (LW - 4Vl W)/~, U - A*(4 431 h(O)) 
as the element of B(A) and 
(Wh h(4) = UW - WN~, W4 - C*C4 h(O)) 
as the element of 9(C). 
Minimal decompositions give a relation between the difference-quotient 
transformation in a space X(B) and the difference-quotient transformation 
in its overlapping space. 
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THEOREM 6. Let .X(A),&‘(B),andZ(C)bespacessuchthatB(z) =A(x)C(x) 
and let 9’(v) be the relative overlapping space of X(A) with respect to X(C). 
Then there exists a unique transformation T of 9(A) into 6(q) such that whenever 
T : (fk4 g(4) - (44, 44) th e minimal decomposition of (f(z), C*(x) g(z)) 
as an element of g(B) is obtained with (f(z) - A(z) h(z), g(z) + h(z)) as the 
element of 9(A) and (h(z), -C*(z) h(z)) as the element of .9(C). The trans- 
formation T is the adjoint of the transformation (f(z), g(z)) + (A(z) f (z), -g(z)) 
of a(v) into g(A). Lf T : (f (4, g(4) - (h(z), h(4), then 
T : (IN4 - f FOl/~, M4 - A*(4 f(O)) 
- OX4 - W91/~, 44 + h(O)) 
and the identity 
NW, 44)ll&,, = IlCf (4, &))I/~,,, 
- Il(f (4, C*(z) g(4)ll&,, 
is vahd. If (f (z), g(z)) has the same norm in S(A) as f (z) has in &‘(A), then 
(h(z), h(z)) has the same norm in d(v) as h(x) has in S?(p). 
Minimal decompositions also give relations between the difference- 
quotient transformations in different overlapping spaces. 
THEOREM 7. Let X(A), X(B), and Z’(C) be given spaces. Let 2’(q) be 
the relative overlapping space of %‘(AB) with respect to Z(C). Let $4(O) be the 
relative overlapping space of Z(B) with respect to Z’(C). Let 64(#) be the 
relative overlapping space of X(A) with respect to #(BC). Then a space 
9(cp - 0) exists and there exists a unique partially isometric transformation T 
of &(#) onto &?(ff~ - 0) such that whenever T : (f(z), g(z)) --f (h(z), h(z)) the 
minimal decomposition of (f(z), -C*(z) B*(z)g(z)) as an element of 9(BC) 
is obtained with (f(z) - B(z) h(z), -B*(z)g(z) + h(z)) as the element of 
k@(B) and (h(z), -C*(z) h(z)) as th e e ement of 9(C). The transformation T I 
commutes with the transformation 
(f(4 g(4) - ([fc4 - f Kw~ %(4 + f (0)). 
The overlapping space of S(B) is related to the overlapping space of 
Z(B*). 
THEOREM 8. Let S(B) be a given space with overlapping space 9((p), 
and let T(8) be the space such that 9(0*) is the overlapping space of &‘(B*). 
Let U be the transformation (f(z), g(z)) + (B(z)f (z), -g(z)) of Q(v) into 
9(B), and let U* be the adjoint transformation of 9(B) into b(p). Let V be the 
transformation (f(z), g(z)) --+ (f(z), -B*(z)g(z)) of s(O) into 9(B). Then the 
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composed transformation U*V takes B(B) onto B(v) n B(1 - v) and comlnutes 
with the transformation 
cm, &)) --+ (ia4 - f Wan %$4 + f (0)). 
The kernel of U*V is the set of elements of B(B) which have the same norm in 
B(8) as in 1(l). The identity 
llM4, kWll&,, + llV44~44)112,,,~,, = IKf (4t&Nll&o, 
holds whenever (f (2), g( z )) is orthogonal to the kernel of U*V and 
U* I’ : (f (2)> g(2)) + (h(2), k(2)). 
Factorizations are determined by transformations which commute with the 
difference-quotient ransformation in a space Z(B). 
THEOREM 9. Let T be a transformation of a space 59(B) into a space .9(C), 
which is bounded by one, such that 
T : ([44 - u(Oll/~, 44 - B*(z) u(O)) 
--+ (IN4 - WI/~, zk(4 - C”(4 40)) 
whenever T : (u(2), v(2)) + (h(2), k(2)). Let 9(1/) be the overlapping space of 
X(C). If b(4) is contained isometrically in b(l), then B(2) D(2) = A(x) C(2) 
fix spaces .X(A) and X(D) such that T : (u(z), v(2)) -+ (h(2), k(2)) where 
(44, D*Cd 44) = (f (2) + A(2) h(2), C*(2) g(2) + k(2)) 
is the minimal decomposition of (u(x), D*(z) v(2)) as an elem-etzt of .9(AC) 
with (f (2), g(2)) as th e e 1 ement of .9(A) and (h(2), k(2)) as the element of 9(C). 
The power series A(2) and D(2) with these properties are uniquely determined 
by a knowledge of A(0). 
In some cases the hypothesis on overlapping spaces can be omitted. 
THEOREM 10. Let T be a transformation of a space .9(B) into a space 9(C), 
which is bounded by one, such that 
T : ([u(z) - u(O)]/s, zv(2) - B*(2) u(O)) 
+ (P(2) - WI/~, 44 - C”(4 h(O)) 
whenever T : (u(2), v(2)) + (h(2), k(2)). Assume that a space .%‘(A) is given 
such that S(B) is contained in .%(AC), such that the inclusion does not increase 
norms, and such that the identity 
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holds whenewer T : (u(z), w(z)) + (h(z), h(z)). If the identity 
holds for every vector c, then there exists a unz$ue power series D(z) with operator 
coeficients such that a space X(D) exists, such that B(z) D(z) = A(z) C(x), 
and such that for each element (u(z), v(z)) of .9(B), T : (u(z), w(z)) -+ (h(z), h(z)) 
where 
(44, D*(4 44) = (f (4 + A(4 h(z)> C*(z) g(z) + h(4) 
is the minimal decomposition of (u(z), D*(x) w(z)) as an element of 2(AC) with 
(f(x), g(z)) as the element of 9(A) and (h(z), h(z)) as the element of 3(C). 
A characterization of spaces &‘(B) is used in factoring [I]. 
THEOREM 11. Assume that the coe&Gnt space %9 has infinite dimension. 
If S? is a Hilbert space of formal power series with vector coeficients such that 
[f(z) - f (0)1/z belongs to X whenever f(z) belongs to X and such that the 
inequality 
IlUf (4 -f PW 11% < llf <a”, - If (ON” 
holds for every element f (z) of 8, then 2’ is equal isometrically to a space Z(B). 
A compactness property of the spaces follows. A transformation T in 
U(z), 0 < T < 1, is said to be invariant with respect to the difference- 
quotient transformation if there exists a space .8(B) such that T coincides 
with the adjoint of the inclusion of X(B) in V(z). When T is a projection, 
this is the condition that the range of T be an invariant subspace for the 
difference-quotient transformation. A bounded transformation T in V(z) 
defines a continuous linear functional S -+ spur(ST*) on trace class trans- 
formations 6’. Every continuous linear functional on trace class transfor- 
mations is of this form for a unique transformation T, which has the same 
bound as the linear functional. The weak topology on bounded trans- 
formations T is the topology of pointwise convergence for the expression 
spur(ST*) considered as a function of trace class transformations S. 
THEOREM 12. Assume that the coeficient space % has in$nite dimension. 
Then the set of transformations Tin V(z), 0 < T < 1, which are invariant with 
respect to the difference-quotient transformation is a convex set which is compact 
in the weah topology. A sujkient condition that T be an extreme point of the set 
is that it correspond to a space S’(B) which contains no nonzero element of the 
form B(z)c with c in V. 
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An unsolved problem is to determine the extreme points of the convex set. 
A complex number w is said to be a point of continuity for the difference- 
quotient transformation in a space Z(B) if there exists a nonnegative number 
K(w) such that the inequality 
holds for every element f(z) of S(B). Every point w in the unit disk is a 
point of continuity sincef(0) is the value off(z) - w[f(z) -f(O)]/z at the 
point w. If a space X(A) is contained in a space X(B) and if the inclusion 
does not increase norms, every point of continuity for the difference-quotient 
transformation in S(B) is a point of continuity for the difference-quotient 
transformation in &‘(A). A point not in the unit disk is a point of continuity 
for the difference-quotient transformation in Z’(B) whenever l/w does not 
belong to the spectrum of the difference-quotient transformation in X(B). 
A converse result holds. 
THEOREM 13. If w is a point of continuity for the dz@rence-quotient trans- 
formation in S(B), if 1 w 1 > 1, and if every vector in the kernel of B( 1 /w) is in 
the kernel of multiplication by B(z), then l/w does not belong to the spectrum of 
the dzjfeerence-quotient transformation in X(B). , 
I thank James Rovnyak for reading the manuscript. 
Proof of Theorem 1. A space G?(P) satisfies conditions (1) and (2) by the 
proof of Theorem 10 in the appendix of [3]. If d is a given space which satisfies 
these conditions, let dp be the unique Hilbert space of formal power series 
such that the transformation (f(z), g(z)) + f (z) is a partial isometry of 8 
onto LZ’. Condition (1) implies that 5? is invariant under the difference- 
quotient transformation and that the difference-quotient transformation has 
an isometric adjoint in Y. Condition (2) implies that the transformation 
f(z) + f (0) of P’ into V is continuous. By Theorems 8 and 9 in the appendix 
of [3], dp is equal isometrically to a space Z(v). It follows from the definition 
of an extension space that E is contained isometrically in 6?(v). The space 6’ 
fills b(v) since its orthogonal complement is invariant under the trans- 
formation 
(f (47 g(4) - (xf (4 + g(O), [g(z) - &91/4 
and contains no element (f(z), g(z)) with f (z) f 0. 
Proof of Theorem 2. If Q(0) is contained in b(q) and if the inclusion does 
not increase norms, then L?(0) is contained in P(v) and the inclusion does 
not increase norms. If g(z) is in P(v), define its one-norm by 
II ‘d4ll”l = suPrllf(4 + mlg,,, - Ilf (411~(~,1 
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where the supremum is taken over all elementsf(z) of 5?(O). By the proof of 
Theorem 7 of [2], the set of elements of finite one-norm is a Hilbert space in 
the one-norm. If f(z) is in Z’(O) and if g(z) is an element of P(y) of finite 
one-norm, then 
If h(z) is any given element of g(v), letf(z) be the element of g(O) obtained 
from h(z) under the adjoint of the inclusion of s(6) in 5?(v). A straight- 
forward calculation will show that g(z) = h(z) -f(z) has finite one-norm 
given by 
and that the identity 
holds whenever u(z) is an element of J?(O) which has finite one-norm. It 
follows that the identity 
holds for every element V(Z) of P(v) of finite one-norm. By Theorems 8 and 9 
in the appendix of [3], the series i[q~(z) + q(w)] c/(1 - ZW) belongs to Z’(y) 
for every vector c when j w I < 1 and the identity 
holds for every element h(z) of Z(v). A n analogous identity holds for 
every element f(z) of Z(O). Let 4(z) = ~(2) - O(z). It follows that 
&/J(Z) + d(w)] c/(1 - zw) h as fi ‘t ru e one-norm and that the identity 
w4 = (gM WC4 + d(w,l4(l - z@h 
holds for every element g(z) of finite one-norm. So a space P(#) exists and 
is the set of elements of Z(v) of finite one-norm considered with the one- 
norm. 
Conversely, assume that a space d;p(#) exists, $(.a) = p(x) - B(z). Then 
the identity 
II 441>,,, = ilf(~N$,,, + II g(4/$,,, 
holds whenever 
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for points wr ,..., w, in the unit disk and corresponding vectors ci ,..., cr. 
Since such elements h(z) of Y(v) are dense in Z(v), there exists a unique 
transformation T* of Z(v) into P(e) which is bounded by one and which 
takes $[&z) + Q(W)] c/( 1 - 2%) into @(a) + 8(w)] c/(1 - ti) for every 
vector c when 1 w 1 < 1. The adjoint T* of T is an inclusion. Since Z(e) 
is contained in P(p) and since the inclusion does not increase norms, s(0) 
is contained in 6(p) and the inclusion does not increase norms. 
Proof of Theorem 3. These results are obtained in a straightforward way 
from the definition of an extension space and the corresponding theory of 
minimal decompositions for spaces 9’(v) used in the proof of Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 4. A space 9(B) satisfies conditions (1) and (2) by the 
proof of Theorem 5 in the appendix of [3]. A vector c is orthogonal to f (0) 
for every element f(z) of J?(B) if, and only if, 1 &O)c 1 = ] c I. A vector c 
is orthogonal to g(0) for every element g(z) of %(B*) if, and only if, 
1 B(O)c 1 = I c I. Condition (3) follows since B(O) is an isometry of the set of 
vectors c such that 1 B(O)c 1 = 1 c I onto the set of vectors c such that 
IJw)cI = ICI. 
Let 9 be a given space which satisfies conditions (l), (2), and (3). If 
(f (4, g(z)) is in -Q, if f (4 = .&x, and if T” : (f (4, g(4) -+ (fn(z), g,(z)), 
then 
Nf n+&), gn+&))ll$ = IIWh gk))ll& - I 00 I2 - **. - I an 12. 
It follows that the transformation (f (z),g(z)) + f (a) takes 9 into U(z) 
without increasing norms. For the same reasons the transformation 
(f(z), g(z)) -+ g(z) takes 9 into V(z) without increasing norms. 
If (f(z), g(z)) is in 9, if T : (f(z), g(z)) -+ (h(z), K(z)), and if 
then 
T* : (h(4,W) + (+3, W), 
ll(f(4~&4) - W), 4d)II& 
= lltf (4, &))ll$ - 2 II(W), W>ll”, + IlOW, M>ll; . 
It follows that 
II g(4 - [W - WI/~ II2 < If w - I WY 
and that II q+> - Wll < If(O)l. By condition (3) there exists an isometric 
transformation W which takes the set of vectors orthogonal to f (0) whenever 
(f(z), g(z)) is in 9 onto the set of vectors orthogonal to g(0) whenever 
(f(z), g(z)) is in B. Let B(z) be the unique power series with operator 
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coefficients such that the identity K(z) = zg(z) - B*(z)f(O) holds whenever 
T : VM g(4) -+ Wh W and such that B*(z) c = WC whenever c is 
a vector orthogonal tof(0) for every element (f(z), g(z)) of 9. Similar consi- 
derations apply with T replaced by T*. Let A(z) be the unique power series 
with operator coefficients such that the identity h(z) = zf(z) - A(z)g(O) 
holds whenever T* : (f(z), g(z)) -+ (h(z), k(z)) and such that A(z) c = W*c 
whenever c is a vector orthogonal to g(0) for every element (f(z), g(z)) of 9. 
If (U(X), V(Z)) is in 9, then 
1 - T*T : (u(z), v(z)) -+ ([I - A(z) B(O)] c, [B*(z) - B(O)] c/z) 
where c = u(0). By condition (1) the pair 
([I - 44 B(O)] c, [B*(z) - B(O)] c/z) 
is an element of 9 such that the identity 
cfto) = <tftG g(4), ([I - 44 W)lc, LB*@) - @Y 44>s 
holds for every element (j(z), g(z)) of 9. Th e same identity holds trivially 
when c is a vector orthogonal to f(0) whenever (f(z), g(z)) is in 9. The 
identity follows by linearity and continuity for every vector c. A similar 
argument will show that the pair 
(Lw - 491 c/z, P - B*(z) 4)1~) 
belongs to 9 for every vector c and that the identity 
W) = (tft4, &)I, ([44 - 40)l c/z, [I - B*(4 @&D, 
holds for every element v(z), g(z)) of 9. 
An inductive construction is made of a space 9+. , r = 0, 1,2,..., which 
satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem for a transformation T, such that 
and 
TV : tfM g(4) -+ Uf(4 - fK9lh &4 - z’B*Wf(O)) 
for every element (f(z), g(z)) of 9r . Let g0 be the given space 9 with T,, 
equal to the given transformation T. Once 9r has been properly defined, 
let .9r+i be the set of pairs (f(z), g(z)) of p ower series with vector coefficients 
such that (If(z) - f(O)]/z, g(z) - zrB*(z)f(0)) belongs to SST . The norm in 
.9 7+1 is defined so that the identity 
Iltlft4 -fKW, cd4 - fB*WK9)l12,1 
= IKf(4, swll~,+l - Im? 
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holds for every element (j(z), g(z)) of .9,.+i . A straightforward calculation 
will show that 9r+i is the set of pairs (f(z), g(z)) of power series with vector 
coefficients such that (j(s) - z7A(z) g(O), [g(z) - g(O)]/z) belongs to ~3~ . 
The identity 
holds for every element (f(z), g(z)) of 9,.+i . It is easily verified that 9r+i 
satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem for a transformation T,,, with the 
desired properties. 
Note that the space X(zrfl) is contained isometrically in V(z) and is the 
set of elements of G+r) which are polynomials of degree less than Y + 1. 
If f(z) belongs to &@(zr+i), there exists a unique element g(z) of #(zr+i) 
such that u(z), g(z)) belongs to L#(z~+~). If f(x) = 2~s” and g(z) = 2&z*, 
then b, = a,.+ for n = O,..., r. An inductive argument will show that the 
transformation (f(x), g(z)) -+ (xV+lf(x), g(z)) takes 9 isometrically into 9,.+r 
and that the transformation (h(z), k(z)) -+ (h(z), B*(z) K(z)) takes 9(zr+l) 
isometrically onto the orthogonal complement in 9r+i of the image of 9. 
Since the norm of (h(z), k(z)) in .9(zr+l) is equal to the norm of k(z) in g(z), 
the inequality /I B*(z) k(z)jl < II K(z)lj holds for every polynomial k(z) with 
vector coefficients. It follows that the same inequality holds for every element 
k(z) of %7(z) and that a space H(B) exists. 
If (f(z), g(z)) is an element of 9(.s7+l), then (f(z), B*(z) g(z)) is an element 
of 9T,l such that the identity 
holds for every element (u(z), V(Z)) of 9r+i . If (h(x), lz(z)) is an element of 
.9(zrf1), then (A(x) h(z), K(z)) is an element of grfl such that the identity 
<(44,44), (44 44, w)))9,+1 = <44,4+ 
holds for every element (U(Z), U(Z)) of 9,.+i . It follows that the identity 
G-G& 44 44) = @*(4 gM k(4) 
holds whenever (f(z), g(z)) and (h(z), k(z)) belong to 9(zr+i). But a straight- 
forward calculation will show that 
@*(4&h k(4) = W4 %4 h(4). 
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Since the identity 
<f(G 44 44) = (f(4, %4 44) 
holds for all polynomials f(z) and h(z) with vector coefficients, A(z) = B(x). 
If (f(z), g(z)) is in 9 and if (h(z), k(z)) is in 9(z?+l), then 
(f(4 + B(z) 44, z’+1g(4 + h(z)) 
is an element of 9? +i such that 
li(f(4 + %4 44, z’+1g(4 + w)ll;r+* 
= ll(f(4, .dmg + II h(~)/12. 
It follows that the inequality 
holds for every polynomial h(z) with vector coefficients. Since the inequality 
follows for every element h(z) of V(z), f(z) belongs to Z(B) and its B-norm 
does not exceed the norm of (f(z), g(z)) in 9. A straightforward use of the 
definition of 9(B) will show that it is contained in 9 and that the inclusion 
does not increase norms. The set d of elements of B(B) which have the same 
norm in 9(B) as in 9 is a closed subspace of 9(B) which is invariant under 
T and T*. Since .X contains 
and 
([l - B(z) B(O)]c, [B*(z) - B(O)] c/z) 
(PC4 - w914% El - B*(z) W)l4 
for every vector c, it contains every element of 9(B). A similar argument will 
show that the set of elements of 9(B) which belong to 59 contains every 
element of g(B). 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let 
44 = f(z) + 44 44 and V(Z) = C”(z) g(z) + h(z) 
for elements (f(z), g(z)) of 9(A) and (h(x), k(x)) of 9(C). By Theorem 4 in 
the appendix of [3], u(z) belongs to s(B) and 
II WI; G Ilf @II; + II 44l: . 
Define series f n(z), g,(z), h,(z), k,(z), u,(z), UJZ) inductively for tl = 0, 1, 2... , 
409/29/1-12 
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by h(z) = f(s), go(z) = g(4, ho(x) = 44, ho64 = 44, uo(4 = 44 
w,(z) = w(z), and by 
Then (j&z), g,(z)) belongs to 9(A) for every n and 
ll(fn+1(4, gn+l(4)Il&A) = Il(f&>, &(4)ll;(d) - I &m12. 
Also (&(a), k,(x)) belongs to 9(C) for every n and 
Let W(Z) = 2’~s~. It follows that 
P+lU(Z) - B(z)(a@ + *** + 4 
belongs to .8(B) for every tl and that 
By the arbitrariness of n, (U(B), w(z)) belongs to 9(B) and 
Assume that (Y(Z), w(z)) is a given element of 9(B) which has the same 
norm in .9(B) as U(Z) has in H(B). By Theorem 4 in the appendix of [3], 
there exist elements f(z) of %‘(A) and h(z) of S(C) such that 
u(z) = f(z) + A(z) h(z) and such that 
II WI; = Ilf(4l~ + II WI; - 
Let g(z) be the unique element of &‘(A *) such that v(z), g(z)) belongs to 
9(A) and has the same norm in Q(A) asf(z) has in &(A). Let k(z) be the 
unique element of X(C*) such that (h(z), k(z)) belongs to 9(C) and has the 
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same norm in B(C) as h(z) has in N(C). Then s(z) = C*(z)g(z) + k(z) is 
an element of &‘(B*) such that (u(z), s(z)) belongs to B(B). Since 
and since the reverse inequality holds by the first part of the proof, (u(z), s(z)) 
has the same norm in B(B) as U(Z) has in s(B). It follows that s(z) = V(Z) 
and that 
A similar argument will show that a minimal decomposition exists for an 
element (u(z), V(Z)) of L@(B) which has the same norm in d(B) as V(Z) has 
in &(B*). The set of elements of B(B) which admit minimal decompositions 
is a closed vector subspace of g(B). It follows that a minimal decomposition 
exists for every element of g(B). 
Let (f(z), g(z)> b e an element of B(A) and let (h(z), k(z)) be an element of 
g(C) such that 
0 = (f(z) + A(z) h(z), C”(z)g(z) + k(z)). 
Define elements (fm(z), g,(z)) of Q(A) and (/z&), K,(z)) of Q(C) inductively 
by (fdz>, g&4) = W4 g(z)) and (U4 W)) = (W, W4) and by 
(fn+dzh &a+&)) = M&4 - 44 &(O), I&(Z) - &(w4 
and 
(hz+dz), kn+&N = W&4 - CC4 MO), iMz) - knW4 
+ (Cl - C(z) WI ‘!??#% [c*(z) - wJ1 &W) 
for every n = 0, 1,2 ,.... Then the identity 
0 = (f&4 + 44 M4, C*(z) g,(z) + k&N 
holds for every nonnegative integer 12. A straightforward calculation will show 
that the identities 
~fn-1(4~ &-1(z)) = U&> - A4w/~~ %44 - A*w.Mw 
+ (Lw - 4O)l hm/z~ [1 - A*(z) 431 km> 
and 
(L(z), L&N = (I?44 - h$W, &Cd - C*(z) k(O)) 
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hold when n is positive. Define (fn(z), g,(z)) and (h,(z), k,(z)) for negative n 
in the unique way such that the same formulas hold for every integer n. 
If u%(z) = --h,(z) and V,(X) = -g,(z), these formulas imply that 
for every integer n. Since 
the identity 
holds for every integer n. Let 2’(O) be the overlapping space of S(A) and 
let 2(#) be the space such that S(#*) is the overlapping space of X(C*). 
Since W444) = ( & ), O( >I u z v x is an element of &(l) such that 
(44 44 -49) = (.m, g(4) 
belongs to 9(A) and such that 
(-44 C”(4 W) = w9,44) 
belongs to 9(C), it belongs to g(B) and 6(#) and hence to b(p). Note that 
IM4, %m:,,, = IlM4, W>ll&,, - II 44ll” 
+ Ilw)~ +4>II~(~, - II $4ll” 
= llw4~ &Nll&,, + llw47 Wll”,,,, * 
Part C of the theorem is now easily verified. 
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For Part D note that the pair (ur(z), V&Z)) belongs to 9(B) and that 
The pair (h,(z), k,(z)) belongs to 9(C) and 
It is easily verified that (fi(z), gr(z)) belongs to 9(A) and that 
ll(flc4> 81(4)ll&,, = Il(fc9, ‘&$l&,, + I W>12 - I 4w. 
Minimality of the decomposition of (U,(Z), wr(z)) now follows from mini- 
mality of the decomposition of (U(Z), V(Z)). 
Proof of Theorem 6. These results follow in a straightforward way from 
Theorem 5 and the definitions of the quantities involved. 
Proof of Theorem 7. If (f (z), g(z)) belongs to g(O), then (B(z) f (z), -g(z)) 
belongs to 9(B) and (-f(z), C*(z) g(z)) belongs to 9(C). By Theorem 5, 
(A(z) B(z) f (z), -g(z)) belongs to 9(AB) and its norm in 9(AB) does not 
exceed the norm of (B(z)f(z), -g(z)) in .9(B). It follows that (f (z),g(z)) 
belongs to a(v) and that 
il(f(4 &)K(,, = ll(44 w4f (4, -g(m&4,, - llf Ml2 
+ M-f (47 c*(4~(4)//~,~, - II &)ll” 
G llewf (43 -‘dm~,,, - IlfMl” 
+ 1X-f (49 c*c4&m,,, - II ‘d~)l12 
G Il(f (49 &>>ll$,,, * 
A space &(p, -0) exists by Theorem 2. 
Let T be the unique transformation of S($) into g(v) such that whenever 
T : (f(z), g(z)) --f (h(z), k(x)), the minimal decomposition of 
(f (4, -C”(4 B*(z) g(4) 
as an element of 9(X’) is obtained with 
(f (4 - B(4 h(4, --B*(z) g(x) + 44) 
as the element of 9(B) and (h(z), -C*(z) k(z)) as the element of .9(C). It 
follows from Theorem 6 that T commutes with the transformation 
(f (4, g(4) -+ (ix4 - f @)I/~, d4 +.fw 
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If (u(z), n(x)) is in s(O), a similar argument gives 
IIW) + 44 w -t- Wll&@, - IlW~> W)ll&e, 
= Ilw% &Nll~,,, 
It follows from Theorem 2 that (h(2), k(2)) belongs to B(p, - 0) and that 
IIW), 4m+-B) = SUPMW + 449 w + 44)ll&@, 
- Ilw4 7m,ll~,,,l 
G llcfc4, gwl$,,,~ 
This shows that T is a transformation of B(4) into B(p, - e) which is bounded 
by one. 
Let S be the unique transformation of S(q) into b(#) such that whenever 
s : vc4, g(4) + W)% Wh then the minimal decomposition of 
M4 %4f(z), --go) as an element of 9(AB) is obtained with 
(A(z) h(2), --K(z)) as the element of 9(A) and 
(Wf(4 - w> -&w + B*cd w4) 
as the element of 9(B). If T : (h(a), k(z)) + (u(z), w(2)), then 
Fwf(4 - w 44, -g(2) + +4) 
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belongs to 9(B) since (h(z) - B(z) u(z), --B*(a) K(z) + w(z)) belongs to 
Q(B) by the definition of T. Since (f(z), -C*(z)g(z)) and (U(Z), -C*(Z) V(Z)) 
belong to 9(C), (f(z) - u(x), -C*(z)g(z) + C*(x) v(x)) belongs to 9(C) 
and u(z) - u(z), g(a) - v(z)) belongs to 6?(O). If (p(z), q(z)) is any element 
of a(6), then 
It follows that the composed transformation TS is the adjoint of the inclusion 
of &(p, - 8) in g(p). 
If S : (f(z), g(z)) --+ (h(z), k(z)) and if T : (h(z), K(z)) -+ (u(z), w(z)), then 
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Since the inclusion of 6(~ - 0) in 8(v) is one-to-one, its adjoint has a 
dense range in d(p, - 19). Since T is bounded by one and is isometric on a set 
which maps onto a dense subset of S(p, - e), T is a partial isometry of Q(#) 
onto d(p, - 19). 
Proof of Theorem 8. Note that a space #(A) exists when A(z) = 0 
and that its overlapping space is 8(l). By Theorem 7 there exists a unique 
partially isometric transformation T of b(1) onto b(1 - p’) such that when- 
ever T : (f (4, g(4) -+ (h(z), WN, th e minimal decomposition of (f(z), 0) 
as an element of 9(O) is obtained with (f(z) - B(z) h(z), --B*(z)g(z) + k(z)) 
as the element of .9(B) and (h(z), 0) as the element of 9(O). The transfor- 
mation commutes with the transformation 
cf (49 &4 - ([f (4 - f F91/~~ %d4 + f (0)). 
The kernel of T is the set of elements (f(z), g(z)) of a(l) such that 
df(z), --B*(x) g(z)) belongs to 9(B) and has the same norm in 9(B) as f (z) 
has in b?(z). This is the set of elements (f(z), g(z)) of E(6) which have the same 
norm in s(0) as in d( 1). By Theorem 6 the restriction of T to s(e) coincides 
with U*V. If T : (f(x), g(z)) + (h(z), K(z)), then (h(z), K(z)) belongs to 
b(v) if, and only if, u(z), g(z)) belongs to S(e). Since 
ll(44, W>ll&,, = Il(f (4, --B*wm&J, - Ilf (4ll” 
= IKf 64 &))ll&,, - IN.&>9 &>W~ 
it follows that 
Proof of Theorem 9. For each r = 0, 1, 2,..., a space g(B,.) exists, 
B,(z) = z’B(z). The space g(B,,) is the given space g(B). The space C@(B,.+J 
is the set of pairs (f(z), g(z)) of p ower series with vector coefficients such that 
([f(z) - f(O)]/z, g(x) - B,*(z) f (0)) belongs to g(B,). The identity 
IlCf (4 -.fKW~ id4 - Br*W(Wl”s,,, 
= Mf 64, &>>ll&,+,, - lf(W2 
holds for every element (f(z), g(z)) of g(B,+&. Let C,(z) = YC(Z). Define 
a transformation T,. of i@(B,,) into 9(C,.), which is bounded by one, such that 
T, : (M.4 - 431/~, =W - &*@I @N 
-+ UW - WI/~, 44 - G*W h(O)) 
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whenever T, : (U(Z), w(z)) -+ (h(z), k(z)). The construction is made induc- 
tively starting with the given transformation T for To . The desired properties 
of To hold by hypothesis. Once T,. has been properly defined, define T,,, so 
that T,+l : (U(Z), V(Z)) -+ (h(z), k(z)) whenever (U(Z), V(Z)) is an element of 
9(BT+I) such that v(0) = 0 and (h(z), k(z)) is the unique element of g(C,,,) 
such that k(0) = 0 and such that T, : (u(z), u(z)/z) --f (h(z), k(z)/z). The 
identity 
holds whenever (U(X), V(Z)) is an element of 9(BP+r) such that v(0) = 0 
and TV,, : (u(z), V(Z)) + (h(z), k(z)). The definition of T,,, is made so that 
the same identity holds for every element (U(X), V(Z)) of 9(Br+r). The identity 
specifies h(z) only within an added constant. The choice of h(0) is to be made 
in such a way that T,,, is bounded by one. This is the condition that 
The expression 
is meaningful for every element (u(z), V(Z)) of 9(BT), and it is nonnegative 
because T, is bounded by one. The expression is never less than I h(0)12 in 
those cases in which h(0) h as b een defined, which is when v(0) = 0. By the 
Hahn-Banach theorem, it is possible to extend the definition of h(O) linearly 
to every element (U(Z), V(Z)) of 3(B,+,) so that the same inequality holds. 
The desired properties of T,,, are easily verified. This application of the 
Hahn-Banach theorem is due to Sz.-Nagy and Foiag [6]. In terms of the 
power series A(z) defined below, the extension is given by the formula 
h(O) = X(O) u(0). 
If (u(x), V(z)) is an element of 9(Br) such that V(Z) has a zero of order Y at 
the origin, then T, : (u(x), V(X)) ---f (h(z), k(z)) where k(z) is an element of 
@C,.) which has a zero of order Y at the origin. It follows that the first r 
coefficients of k(z) are determined by the first r coefficients of w(z) when 
T, : (u(z), v(z)) -+ (h(z), k(x)). Since 
T, : (P@) - 40)1/~, .44 - B,*W 40)) 
- (IX4 - WW> W4 - C,*M W9 
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whenever T, : (U(Z), W(Z)) --f (h(z), K(Z)), there exists a power series D,(z) 
with operator coefficients such that k(z) - D,*(z) V(Z) has a zero of order r 
at the origin whenever T, : (u(z), W(X)) -+ (h(a), k(z)). Since 
whenever T,.,, : (u(z), w(z)) -+ (h(z), k(z)) and w(O) = 0, the series 
D(z) = D,(z) can be chosen in a unique way which is independent of r. 
If p(z) is a polynomial of degree less than r with vector coefficients, there 
exists a unique element (u(z), W(Z)) of g(B,) such that w(z) = p(z) and such 
that (U(Z), w(z)) has th e same norm in g(B,.) as p(z) has in U(z). 
If T, : (U(Z), w(z)) -+ (h(z), K(Z)) and if p(z) is the unique polynomial of degree 
less than r such that k(z) - p(z) has a zero of order r at the origin, then the 
norm of q(z) in V(z) does not exceed the norm of (h(z), K(z)) in g(C,). 
Since T, is bounded by one, the norm of p(z) in W(z) does not exceed the 
norm of p(z) in V(z). Note that q(z) is the unique polynomial of degree less 
than r such that q(z) - D*(z)p(z) has a zero of order r at the origin. By the 
arbitrariness of r, the inequality jl D*(z)p(z)jj < IIp(z)jl holds for every 
polynomial p(z) with vector coefficients. It follows that the inequality holds 
for every element p(z) of U(z) and that a space H(D) exists. 
The adjoint T* of T is a transformation of 9(C) into 9(B), which is 
bounded by one, such that 
T* : (zu(z) - C(z)w(O), [w(z) - w(O)]/z) 
+ (ZW - B(z) w7 rw - w>1/4 
whenever T* : (U(Z), w(z)) -+ (h(z), K(z)). The adjoint T,* of T, is a trans- 
formation of 2(C,) into .Q(B,) which is bounded by one and which satisfies 
the same identity with B(z) and C(z) replaced by B,(z) and C,(z). A straight- 
forward calculation will show that if Tz, : (u(z), w(z)) + (h(z), K(z)) and 
if u(0) = 0, then h(0) = 0 and T,* : (u(z)/z, w(s))+ (h(x)/z,k(z)). It 
follows that if T,*,, : (~(4, w(z)) --f (h(z), &4), then 
T,* : (W - C&4 w(O), [w(z) - wKW4 
-+ (W - B&4 W, CW) - WI/~). 
The previous argument will show that there exists a unique power series 
A(z) with operator coefficients such that h(z) - A(s) u(z) has a zero of order r 
at the origin whenever T,* : (u(z), w(z)) + (44, k(z)). A space X(A) 
exists. 
Let (f(z), g(z)) and (h(z), k(z)) be given elements of .9(zr). If 
Tr* : (CWf(4, g(z)) --t (~(4, d4) 
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and if 
Tr : (44, B*(4 44) -+ @Cd, 44), 
then the identity 
holds by the definition of the adjoint. An equivalent identity is 
<P(4> 44) = <&+ 44>. 
Since p(z) - A(z) C(z)f(z) and V(Z) - D*(z) B*(z) k(z) each have a zero 
of order r at the origin, the identity can be written 
Gw WfW> 44) = (g(4, D*(z) B”(4 w4) 
= @(4 Wfc4 W)* 
By the arbitrariness of f(z) and h(z), B(z) D(z) = A(z) C(z). 
For each T = 0, 1,2 ,..., let IV, be the transformation of 9(Br) into 9(C,.) 
defined by W, : (u(z), w(z)) -+ (k(z), k(z)) where 
is the minimal decomposition of (U(Z), D*(z) w(z)) as an element of g(AC,) 
with (f(z), g(x)) as the element of 9(A) and (h(z), k(z)) as the element of 
g(C,). Then W,. is bounded by one and 
whenever W,. : (U(Z), w(z)) + (h(z), k(z)). A straightforward calculation will 
show that if W,,, : (U(Z), w(z)) -+ (h(z), k(z)) and if w(O) = 0, then k(0) = 0 
and 
W, : (~(4,444 - (W4, k(G4. 
It follows that the identity 
w, : (E44 - ml/% we4 - %*c4 u(O)) 
- VW - WI/~, 44 - ‘G”C4 W) 
holds whenever W,,, : (U(Z), w(z)) + (h(z), k(z)). Analogous identities hold 
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for the adjoint transformation. If W, : (u(z), w(z)) + (h(z), K(z)), then 
k(z) - D*(z) w(z) h as a zero of order r at the origin. If 
wr* : (u(z), fJ(z>) + (W, Wh 
then h(z) - A(z) U(Z) h as a zero of order r at the origin. 
If (U(Z), n(z)) belongs to 9(C,), if T,* : (U(Z), v(z)) -+ (h(z), K(z)) and if 
W,* : (u(z), u(z)) + (f(z), g(z)), then 44 - 44 u(z) andf(z) - 44 44 
each have a zero of order r at the origin. It follows that the range of T,* - W,* 
contains only elements of the form (u(z), ( )) w z w h ere U(Z) has a zero of order r 
at the origin. This implies that the kernel of T, - W, contains (f(z), B*(z)g(z)) 
whenever (f(z), g(z)) belongs to g(zr). 
Let (U(Z), V(Z)) be any given element of 9(B). For any given positive 
integer r, let f(z) be the unique polynomial of degree less than r such that 
U(Z) -f(z) has a zero of order Y at the origin. Let g(z) be the unique poly- 
nomial of degree less than r such that (f(z), g(z)) belongs to .9(z’). Then 
(f(z), B*(z)&)) and ( ( 1, u z zrv z ( )) are elements of 9(B,.) such that 
Ilo44~ z’+4> - (f(z), B*(z) &NI/zmq 
= Il@M 44&3) - llfc4l”* 
If T - W : (U(Z), V(Z)) + (A(z), K(z)), then 
T, - W, : (u(z), z%(z)) -+ (h(z), z%(z)). 
Since T, - W,. is bounded by two and since it annihilates (f(z), B*(z) g(z)), 
By the arbitrariness of Y, 
IIW), &>)ll&,, G 4 IlW>, W>Il&,, - 4 II $4ll”. 
Let 2’(q) be the overlapping space of Z’(B). Let S be the transformation 
u(z), g(z)) + (B(z)f(z), -g(z)) of J?‘(y) into 9(B), and let S* be the adjoint 
transformation of 9(B) into 8(v). By Theorem 6, 
s* : @@)9 44) -+ (P(Z), P(Z)> 
where (p(z), q(z)) is an element of B(v) such that 
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Since the identity 
holds whenever S* : (j(z), g(x)) ---f (h(z), k(x)), and since the kernel of S 
contains no nonzero reducing subspace for the transformation 
in a(,), it follows that T - W = LS* for a unique transformation L of 6(v) 
into 9(C), which is bounded by two, such that 
whenever L : (f(z), g(x)> -+ (h(z), k(z)). 
Let 5?(e) be the space such that 3(0*) is the overlapping space of Z’(C*). 
If (U(Z), V(Z)) is any given element of b(v), define elements (uJz), U,(Z)) of 
E(v) inductively by (U,,(Z), Q(Z)) = (U(Z), TJ(Z)) and 
for every n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . If L : @&), Q4) ---t (h(@, U4), then 
for every n. Let s,(z) be the unique power series with vector coefficients such 
that ~~(0) = h,,,(O) and s,+i(z) = [sn(z) - s,(O)]/z for every n. Since 
K,(Z) = -C*(x) s,(z), the pair (h%(z), -C*(Z) sn(z)) belongs to 9(C) and 
the inequality 
II( -C”(4 &-9>II o(c) d 2 ll(44* 44>llaw 
holds for every n. By the arbitrariness of n, the pair (h(z), S(Z)) = (h,(z), s&z)) 
belongs to s(e) and 
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Let V be the transformation (f(z), g(z)) ---f (f(a), -C*(z) g(z)) of a(0) into 
g(C). It follows that L = VP where P is a transformation of 8(v) into &‘(0), 
which is bounded by two and which commutes with the transformation 
Let U be the transformation v(z),g(z)) --P (C(x)f(z), -g(z)) of b($) 
into g(C) and let U* be the adjoint transformation of g(C) into &‘($). 
By Theorem 8 the composed transformation U*V takes S(0) into 
e?(4) n C(1 - $J). By hypothesis b(4) is contained isometrically in b(l). By 
Theorem 3 the intersection of S(g) and b(1 - #) contains no nonzero 
element. It follows that the range of T - W is contained in the kernel of U*, 
which is the set of elements (f(z), g(z)) of g(C) which have the same norm in 
B(C) asf(z) has in U(z). By an argument earlier in the proof, the inequality 
holds whenever T* - W* : (U(Z), w(x)) + (h(z), K(z)). It follows that the 
kernel of T* - W* contains the kernel of U* and that T - W vanishes 
identically. 
Proof of Theorem 10. By hypothesis the identity 
JIM4 C(z) - 40) Wll4z it:c 
= cC(O)[l - &I) 4)l C(O) 6+ W(z) - C(O)1 c/x 11; 
holds for every vector c. Since 
llhw - 4-N C(O) c/x 11: 
< lI([44 - 431 C(O) 4% 11 - A*(z) 431 C(O) C)ll$(A) 
& cC(O)[l - 2(O) A(O)] C(0) c, 
the minimal decomposition of [A(z) C(z) - A(0) C(O)] c/z as an element of 
.%(AC) is obtained with [A(x) - A(O)] C(0) c/x as the element of .%?(A) 
and [C(z) - C(O)] c/z as the element of 2(C). Defme spaces .%‘(&.) and 
.@(C,) as in the proof of Theorem 9. Then .#‘(Cr+,) is the set of power 
series f (z) with vector coefficients such that cf(z) -f (0)1/z belongs to #‘(C,). 
The identity 
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holds for every element f(z) of .%?(C,.+,). A space #(AC,) exists for every Y. 
The space &‘(AC,+,) is the set of power series f(z) with vector coefficients 
such that [f(z) -f(O)]/z belongs to *(AC,). The identity 
llLf(4 --fPW~ Ilk, = llf(4lltic,+, - if(O 
holds for every element f(z) of .%?(AC,+,). An inductive argument will show 
that the minimal decomposition of [A(z) C,(z) - A(0) C,(O)] c/z as an 
element of #(AC,) is obtained with [/l(z) - A(O)]C,.(O) c/z as the element 
of X(A) and [C,.(z) - C,(O)] c/z as the element of H(C). 
Consider any decomposition u(z) = f(z) + A(z) h(z) of an element u(z) 
of *(AC,) with f(z) in s(A) and h(z) in %(C,.). Let v(z) be the unique 
element of Z(C,*A*) such that (u(z), v(z)) belongs to g(AC,) and has the 
same norm in .Q(AC,) as u(z) has in #(AC,) Let g(z) be the unique element 
of %(A*) such that u(z), g(z)) belongs to g(A) and has the same norm in 
g(A) asf(z) has in X(A). Let k(z) be the unique element of .#(C,*) such 
that (h(z), k(z)) belongs to .Q(C,) and has the same norm in g(C,) as h(z) 
has in X(C,). Define elements (U%(Z), Q(Z)) of .5B(AC,), (fJz), g,(z)) of Z@(A), 
and (An(z), k,(z)) of B(C,) inductively by (u,,(z), V,,(Z)) = (u(z), v(z)), 
(h(z), go(z)) = UP), g(4), M4~ 44) = VW9 44) and by 
for 71 = 0, 1, 2 ,... . Since un(z) = fn(z) + A(z) h,(z) for every n, the identity 
m&(O) = hdz), C4z) C,(z) - 40) ww c/+ac, 
= <f&4, [&) - Wll cm MA + <h&3, Kc4 - G@N +>c, 
= cc,(O) gn(O) + k(O) 
holds for every vector c. It follows that v(z) = C,*(z) g(z) + k(z). 
If the minimal decomposition of an element (u(z), V(Z)) of g(AC,) is 
obtained with (f(z), g(z)) as the element of 53(A) and (h(z), k(z)) as the element 
of g(C,.), then the minimal decomposition of u(z) as an element of *(AC,.) 
is obtained withf(z) as the element of X(A) and h(z) as the element of .#‘(C,). 
For if p(z) is an element of X(C) such that A(z) p(z) belongs to .%?(A) and 
if q(z) is the unique element of &=‘(A*) such that (A(z)p(z), q(z)) has the 
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same norm in 9(A) as A(z) p(z) h as in Z’(A), then C,*(x) q(z) is the unique 
element of .X(C,.*) such that (p(z), C,.*(x) q(x)) belongs to 9(C,) and has the 
same norm in B( C,) as p(z) has in .X( C,.). It follows that 
If the minimal decomposition of an element (u(z), n(z)) of B(AC,+,) is 
obtained with (f(z), g(z)) as the element of 9?(A) and (A@), K(x)) as the 
element of 9(C,.+,), then 
is an element of g(AC,.) which admits a decomposition with 
6.m - fK91/~~ ,&4 - A*wf(O)) 
+ (M4 - AK91 ~-O/JG [I - A*@) 431 WV) 
as the element of 9(A) and 
as the element of g(C,). It follows from Theorem 5 that the decomposition 
is minimal. 
Let U(Z) be an element of &“(AC,.+,) and let u(z) = f(z) + A(z) h(z) be 
its minimal decomposition withf(z) as the element of &‘(A) and A(z) as the 
element of &‘(C,+,). Let g(z) be the unique element of %‘(A*) such that 
(f(z), g(z)) belongs to B(A) and has the same norm in B(A) as f(z) has in 
Z(A). Let K(x) be the unique element of &‘(C~+,) such that (h(z), k(z)) 
belongs to 9(C,+,) and has the same norm in .9(C,+,) as h(z) has in 2’(C,+,). 
If v(z) = C*(x)g(x) + K(z), then (U(Z), v(z)) belongs to 9(AC,.+,) and its 
minimal decomposition is obtained with (f(z), g(z)) as the element of 9(A) 
and (h(z), k(x)) as the element of 9(C,+,). Since the minimal decomposition 
of 
(C44 - @91/~, 44 - G*W A*@) V)) 
as an element of g(AC,) is obtained with 
Kfw -fmh %e> - A*c+fm 
+ 0?(4 - 421 VW, [I - A*@) &VI NW 
as the element of 9(A) and 
VW - WN/% 44 - G-*(4 w9) 
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as the element of 2(C,), the minimal decomposition of [u(z) - u(O)]/z as an 
element of #(AC,) is obtained with [f(z) -f(O)]/s + [A(z) - A(O)] h(O)/x 
as the element of S(A) and [h(z) - h(O)]/s as the element of H(C,). 
As in the proof of Theorem 9, define a transformation T, of .9(B,) into 
ka(C,), which is bounded by one, such that 
whenever T,. : (U(Z), W(Z)) --j (h(z), k(z)). The transformation is now chosen 
to satisfy the additional condition 
whenever T, : (u(z), U(Z)) + (h(z), k(z)). The construction is made induc- 
tively starting with T,, equal to the given transformation T, which satisfies 
these conditions by hypothesis. Once T,. has been properly defined, define 
T,,, in the unique way such that h(O) = J(O) u(0) and such that the identity 
T, : tM4 - @We, 44 - B,*M 40)) 
- (w4 - W>l/~, 44 - Cr”(4 wa) 
holds whenever T,,, : (u(z), V(X)) --+ (h(z), K(z)). The desired properties of 
TT+1 are easily verified. If T,,, : (U(Z), V(Z)) --f (h(z), k(z)) and if ~(0) = 0, 
then K(0) = 0 and T, : (u(z), v(z)/z) -+ (h(z), k(z)/z). 
If U(Z) is a polynomial of degree less than r with vector coefficients, then 
U(Z) is an element of X(AC,) which has the same norm in S(AC,) as in V(z). 
Let u(z) = f(z) + A(x) h(z) be the minimal decomposition of z+) as an 
element of X(AC,) withf(z) as the element of Z’(A) and h(z) as the element 
of S(C,). Then h(z) is a polynomial of degree less than r and it has the same 
norm in X(C,.) as in ‘4?(z). Let w(z) and k(z) be the unique polynomials of 
degree less than Y with vector coefficients such that (U(Z), w(z)) and (h(z), k(z)) 
belong to B(z’). Then (U(Z), C*(x) A*( z v z ) ( )) is an element of B(AC,) which 
has the same norm in B(AC,) as U(Z) has in *(AC,), and (h(z), C*(z) k(z)) 
is an element of g(C,) which has the same norm in S?(C,.) as h(z) has in S(C,.). 
Let g(z) be the unique element of %‘(A*) such that (f(z), g(z)) belongs to 
g(A) and has the same norm in .5@(A) asf(z) has in X(A). Then the minimal 
decomposition of (u(z), w(z)) as an element of S@(AC,) is obtained with 
(f(z), g(z)) as the element of B(A) and (h(x), k(z)) as the element of B(C,). 
It follows that k(z) - A*(z) w(z) = z?g(z) h as a zero of order r at the origin. 
This condition implies that h(x) - A(z) U(Z) h as a zero of order r at the origin 
whenever TV* : W>? w(4) -j w4 W). 
409/29/I-13 
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By the proof of Theorem 9, there exists a unique power series D(z) with 
operator coefficients such that k(z) - D*(z) w(z) has a zero of order r at the 
origin whenever T,. : (U(Z), w(z)) -+ (h(z), K(2)). A space X’(D) exists and 
B(z) D(2) = A(2) C(2). Let W and W, be defined as in the proof of 
Theorem 9. Since the identity 
holds whenever W, : (u(z), 42)) --+ (h(z), K(z)), the range of T, - W, 
contains only elements (f(2), g(2)) such that f(2) vanishes identically and 
g(z) has a zero of order 7 at the origin. Note that 
whenever T, - W, : (u(2), v(2)) + (h(z), K(2)). 
If (u(x), o(2)) belongs to g(B) and if T - W : (u(2), v(2)) -+ (h(z), R(z)), 
then (u(z), x%(z)) belongs to Z#(&), (h(2), z%(z)) belongs to g(C,.) and 
T, - W, : (u(z), 2'32)) -+ (h(s), z%(z)). Since (z%(2), w(2)) belongs to 
g(B,), T,. - W, : (zru(2), w(2)) -+ (f(z), g(z)) for some element (f(z), g(z)) 
of g(C). Since f(2) vanishes identically, 
T, - W, : (IL(Z), z'w(2)) + (0, z'g(z)). 
It follows that T - W : (u(z), v(2)) + (0, g(z)). Since g(z) always has a zero 
of order 7 at the origin, the range of T - W contains only elements (h(z), k(2)) 
such that h(2) vanishes identically and K(2) has a zero of order 7 at the origin. 
By the arbitrariness of 7, the range of T - W contains no nonzero element. 
Proof of Theorem 11. The proof generalizes the proof of Theorem 15 
of [2] and the proof of Theorem 6 in the appendix of [3]. If f(z) = Ckzn 
is in #s, define elements f%(z) of .Y& inductively by fo(2) =f(s) and 
fn+l(2) = [f*(z) -fn(0)]/2 for n = 0, 1,2,... . Since 
for every a,f(z> belongs to +4 and Ilf(4ll < Ilf(4110. 
Let X1 be the set of power series f(2) with vector coefficients such that 
[f(2) - f(O)]/2 belongs to so . Then Zr is a Hilbert space in the norm defmed 
by the identity 
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whenf(z) is in X1 . Iff(z) is in %I , define 
llf(~)ll2, = suP[llf(4 + &>I& - II s+4l3 
where the supremum is taken over all elementsg(a) of X0 . The set of elements 
which have finite two-norm is a Hilbert space Xr in the two-norm. Since A$ 
is contained in %I and since the inclusion does not increase norms, it is 
contained in U(2) and its inclusion in W(2) does not increase norms. Since the 
dimension of the coefficient space W is infinite by hypothesis, the dimension 
of U(2) is equal to the dimension of V and the dimension of 2s does not 
exceed the dimension of g. It follows that there exists a partially isometric 
transformation of V onto %.a . It is clearly of the form c -+ B(2) c for a power 
series B(2) with operator coefficients. Since the transformation c -+ B(x)c 
of % into U(2) is bounded by one, B(2) converges in the unit disk. The series 
B(z) B(w)c belongs to ~?a for every vector c when 1 w j < 1, and the identity 
holds for every element f(2) of &?a . 
For each number w, I w I < 1, let K(w, 2) be the unique power series with 
operator coefficients such that K(w, 2)~ belongs to LX$, for every vector c and 
such that the identity 
NW) = <f(4, ww, 4&J 
holds for every element f(2) of %a . Such a series exists because HO is con- 
tained in U(2) and because the inclusion does not increase norms. By the 
theory of minimal decompositions, K(w, 2) c + B(2) B(w)c belongs to Zr 
for every vector c when / w j < 1, and the identity 
holds for every elementf(z) of Z1 . (See th e analogous argument in the proof 
of Theorem 2.) But V is contained isometrically in X1 and the transformation 
f(z) -+ xf(2) is an isometry of .Y& onto the orthogonal complement of %? in 
X1 . It follows that c + ztX(w, 2)~ belongs to Xi for every vector c when 
1 w 1 < 1 and that the identity 
q(w) = <f(4, c + zf=(w, .+)I 
holds for every element f(2) of Z1 . By the arbitrariness of f(z) and c, 
qw, 2) + B(2) B(w) = 1 + zaK(w, 2). 
Since the inequality 
X(w, w) c = I/ qw, 2) c 11; b 0 
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holds for every vector c, 1 B(w)/ < 1 when 1 w ( < 1. A space Z(B) exists 
by Lemma 2 in the appendix of [3]. The proof of Theorem 15 of [2] will 
show that X0 is equal isometrically to &P(B). 
Proof of Theorem 12. If T is a transformation in U(s), 0 < T < 1, 
define the T-norm of an element f (z) of U(z) by 
llf(4l; = w$llf + (1 - T)gl12 - ((1 - T)g,g)l 
where the supremum is taken over all elements g(z) of U(z). By the proof of 
Theorem 7 of [2], the set X(T) of series with finite T-norm is a Hilbert space 
in the T-norm. The space is contained in V(z) and the inclusion does not 
increase norms. The ‘theory of minimal decompositions has a straight- 
forward generalization for the T-norm. Since 0 < 1 - T < 1, a space 
X(1 - T) exists, it is contained in V(z), and its inclusion in V?(z) does not 
increase norms. The inequality 
II 4W d llf (4lI; + II &)ll,2-, 
holds whenever f (z) is in Z(T), g(z) is in Z( 1 - T), and h(z) = f (.a) + g(z). 
Every element h(z) of U(z) has a unique minimal decomposition such that 
equality holds in the last inequality. The range of T is contained in S(T), 
and T coincides with the adjoint of the inclusion of A?(T) in W(z). An equi- 
valent definition of the T-norm of an element f(z) of G?(x) is given by 
Ilf Gal”, = SUP[llf (4 + &>ll” - II &)/l~-_,1 
where the supremum is taken over all elements g(z) of ti(1 - T). 
If T is invariant under the difference-quotient transformation, then 
[f(z) - f (0)1/z belongs to S(T) whenever f(z) belongs to X(T), and the 
inequality 
ll[f (4 -f We 11; d Ilf MI; - If (WI2 
holds for every element f (z) of S(T). If f (z) is in V(z), then 
II Jcf (4ll:-, = SUP[II xf (4 + &)ll” - II &>ll;l 
= SUP[llf (4 + iId4 - g(w~ II2 + I dO>12 - II &)ll;l 
< SUP[llf (4 + kc4 - kwl/~ II2 - llLd4 -ml/~ II;1 
< Ilf <4lR-, .
Assume that T is a given transformation, 0 <T < 1, such that of 
belongs to Z(1 - T) whenever f (a) belongs to X( 1 - T) and such that the 
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inequality II ~f(4lh-~ < llf(4111-~h 0 Id f s or every elementf(z) of X(1 - T). 
Iff(s) is in W(z), then 
IIW) -.fm/~ 11% = ~UPW(4 -fPW~ + &)ll” - II &al;~*l 
G suP[llm + 44ll” - Ifml” - II ~&Il,2~*1 
< suP[llm) + &v - II &41,2~,1 - lf(w 
G llfc412, - lfcw* 
By Theorem 11, such a transformation T is invariant under the difference- 
quotient transformation. 
If S and T are given transformations, 0 < S < 1 and 0 < T < 1, the 
condition S < T is necessary and sufficient that X(S) be contained in X(T) 
and that the inclusion not increase norms. Let R(0) be the transformation 
fed - If04 -.ml/ z in U(z), and let R(O)* be its adjoint, which is multi- 
plication by z. If T is a given transformation, 0 < T < 1, and if 
S = R(O)*TR(O), then a space Z(S) exists and R(O)* acts as an isometry 
of X’(T) onto X(S). A transformation T, 0 < T < 1, is therefore invariant 
with respect to the difference-quotient transformation if, and only if, 
R(O)*(l - T) R(0) < 1 - T. It follows that the set of transformations T, 
0 < T < 1, which are invariant with respect to the difference-quotient 
transformation is a convex set which is compact in the weak topology. 
Let U and I’ be given transformations, 0 < U < 1 and 0 < V < 1, 
which are invariant with respect to the difference-quotient transformation, 
and let t be a given number, 0 < t < 1. If T = (1 - t) U + t V, then the 
space X’(T) is the set of elements h(z) of U(z) which admit convex decom- 
positions 
44 = (1 - 9.w + Qe> 
withf(z) in X(U) and g(z) in X(V). The inequality 
II WI”, G (1 - W(4l2, + t II &)ll”, 
holds for every such decomposition. Every element h(z) of S(T) admits a 
unique minimal decomposition such that equality holds in the last inequality. 
Assume that T corresponds to a space S’(B) which contains no nonzero 
element of the form B(z)c with c in V. By the proof of Theorem 16 of [2], the 
identity 
IV@) -.ml/~ II”, = llf(~)ll; - IfK9l” 
holds for every element f(z) of H(T). If the minimal decomposition of an 
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element h(2) of Z(T) is obtained with f(z) as the element of H(U) and g(z) 
as the element of H(V), then 
W) - WI/~ = (1 - W(3 -fm/~ + aw -m/~ 
and 
llv44 - WI/~ It; G (1 - 0ll[f(~) --f(w~ 11; + i llkk) - kwl/~ 11; 
G (1 - wc4ll2, + if II &)I$ 
- (1 - W(W2 - t I &ml2 
< II 44ll” - (1 - ~)lf(W” - t I gw. 
It follows that 
(1 - t) l.ml2 + t I &ml2 6 0 - t).m + GdO)12 
and that 
t(1 - q If(O) - g(0)12 < 0. 
Since 0 < t < 1, the inequality implies thatf(0) = g(0) and that the minimal 
decomposition of [h(z) - h(O)]/2 is obtained with If(z) -f(O)]/2 as the 
element of H(U) and [g(z) - g(O)]/2 as the element of H(V). 
Define elements hJ2) of ‘if(x) inductively by h,,(s) = h(z) and 
/J,+~(z) = [h(2) - 40)]/2 for every tl = 0, 1,2,... . If the minimal decom- 
position of h,(z) is obtained with fn(2) as the element of Z(U) and 
g&z) as the element of X(V), then fn+l(2) = v&z) -fn(0)]/2 and 
g,+M = k&4 - gn(W~. Since fn(O) = hdo) for every n, f@> = &I = 
A(z) identically. Since the adjoint of the inclusion of &‘(U) in &‘( 2’) is the 
identity transformation, A?(U) is isometrically equal to H(T). For the same 
reason X(V) is isometrically equal to X(T). It follows that T is an extreme 
point of the set of transformations which are invariant with respect to the 
difference-quotient transformation. 
Proof of Theorem 13. By hypothesis there exists a nonnegative number 
K(W) such that the inequality 
If&u d f44 Ilfc4 - N.w -.ml/~ IIB 
holds for every element f(2) of X(B). Let R(0) be the transformation 
f(4 - rim -fK91/ 2 in .8?(B) and let R(O)* be its adjoint in .8(B). The 
adjoint of the transformation 
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in g(B) is the transformation 
wQ* : (fc4 g(4) -+ kf(4 - w g(O), kc4 - g&91/4. 
The hypotheses imply that the closure& of the range of 1 - wS(0) contains 
every element (j(z), g(z)) of g(B) which has the same norm in S(B) as 
f(x) has in S’(B). For if cf(z),g(~)) is an element of Z%(B) which 
is in the kernel of 1 - @S(O)*, then f(z) = ~[z$(z) - B(z)g(O)] and 
A4 = fwd - g@w s ince B(Z) g(0) = -( 1 - xa)f(z) and since every 
vector in the kernel of B(l/-) w is in the kernel of multiplication by B(z), these 
conditions imply that f(z) = 0. It follows that the kernel of 1 - &Z(O)* 
contains no nonzero element of S(B) and that 1 - wR(0) has a dense range 
in S’(B). By hypothesis the transformation which takes the range of 
1 - wR(0) into V and whose action on f(z) - wlf(z) -f(O)]/z is f(0) is 
continuous in the metric of X(B). It follows that the transformation has a 
unique continuous extension to S(B). Let f (w) be the unique vector, defined 
for every element f(z) of X(B), such that the extended transformation 
is of the form f(z) + f (w). Then the inequality 
If WI G 44 II f(~>lls 
holds for every element f (z) of S(B). 
Consider the identity 
IU.fW -f (OW> 44 - B*Hf FNl$,~~~ 
= Mf ($9 &>>ll&,, - If w 
which holds for every element (f(z), g(z)) of 9(B). In terms of 
@(a w = (f (4, g(4) - w([f (4 - f P>l/? %W - B*(z) f (ON, 
the identity reads 
II(W), 44) + w(VW - W91/(~ - 4, M4 - B*(z) 441/U - 411;fB, 
= ll([&> - W)l/(~ - 4, Ed4 - B*(z) WWU - =4Il&) + If WI". 
Since I w 1 > 1, it follows that the transformation defined on the range of 
1 - wS(0) by 
is continuous. It therefore has a unique continuous extension to A?. Since 
the transformation f(z) + f ( ) w is continuous in the metric of S(B), the 
extended transformation is given by the same formula in .X. It follows 
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that R(w) : f(z) + If(z) -f(w)]/@ - w) is an everywhere defined and 
bounded transformation in H(B). By construction the identity 
holds for every elementf(z) of X(B). S ince 1 - wR(0) has a dense range in 
X’(B), it follows that l/w does not belong to the spectrum of R(0). 
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